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District heating supply systems have historically
been the most popular heating supply systems in Rus�
sia. Their significance for the development of the
economy of the Soviet power is emphasized in [1]. The
large�scale centralization of heat sources resulted in
their arrangement in industrial zones at a significant
distance from apartment houses. According to [2],
Russia with respect to the capacity of district heating
supply systems also at the present time passes ahead of
the remaining world. However, for 90 years in the
country, a significant setback in production and con�
sumption of heat energy was observed, new heat�elec�
tric generating stations were not built, and the operat�
ing stations lost the essential part of heat load. General
causes of that, as mentioned in [2], are the following:

—reduction in the industrial production, which is
connected with the shutdown of works and a decrease
in steam consumption;

—construction by industrial enterprises of their own
boiler houses due to a growth of tariffs for them resulting
from cross subsidizing in favor of social consumers;

—building by municipalities and the consumers own
small boiler houses because of limitations in connection
and of a decrease in the heat carrier parameters, which
was introduced as measures in non�payment control;

—and building new boiler houses by developers,
municipal and heat supplying organizations, and subsid�
iary structures of Gasprom and other fuel companies for
the development of their own product markets.

In addition, in [1] the following specific disadvan�
tages in the district heating cogeneration are inherent
in the Russian economy:

—not only the mode of the heat supply operation,
but requirements to the reliability of heat energy sup�
ply changed because of an increase in the pipe range
and diameter for heating systems with the enhance�
ment of heat supply centralization. The longer the
path from the heat source to consumers, the less reli�
able their heat supply [1];

—one of the weakest sections in the heat supply
system is the heating systems; causes of this, in the
author’s [1] opinion, is the unreliability of applied
construction of the underground heating conduit and
the lack of reservation, though this is directly provided
by SNiP (Construction Norms and Rules);

—the hot water circulation in the lengthy hot water
supply systems is organized very unreliably and distur�
bances in its supply for upper floors are often observed;

—“overburning” in the autumnal and vernal peri�
ods cannot be eliminated at the qualitative (by a varia�
tion in the heat carrier temperature at its constant flow
rate) method accepted in the country for the heat load
control; the excessive consumption of heat energy for
heating in this time, by data [1], may attain 2–4% of
the annual volume; and the exposure of controlling
instruments at consumers at the cost of means of man�
ufacturers or the municipality seems unreal.

According to [3], there is a need to refer the follow�
ing to disadvantages of the district heating cogenera�
tion under modern Russia conditions:
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